COMPLETE COMMAND
AND CONTROL IS HERE.

EVERY STORE.
EVERY SHELF.
EVERY TEAM.
M

THE WORLDS FIRST
Movista is the world’s first and only platform to enable
collaboration between retailers, brands, service providers,
and distributors. This level of connection puts operational
control back into the hands of retailers. Through Movista,
store leaders can manage store execution for their owned
and outsourced teams. This level of collaboration drives
efficiency and consistency for all. The outcomes?
They’re show-stopping.

“

BECAUSE MOVISTA CREATES A RECORD OF WHAT’S FINISHED, OUR LEADERS CAN
VIEW EXACTLY HOW EXECUTION COMES TO LIFE IN REAL TIME. ULTIMATELY
THIS HAS BROUGHT THE

ENTIRE ORGANIZATION ON
TO THE SAME PAGE.”
– LORA RHODUS,
VP OF GLOBAL MERCHANDISING
SERVICES AT HALLMARK
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RETAIL ROI

14%

increase to on-shelf
availability

$2MM
98.5%
technology savings

promotional and
planogram compliance

NO BLINDSPOTS HERE.
360 DEGREE VIEW.

Movista makes it possible to know who is doing
what in every store, at any time. With our ability to
connect to third-party data sources, you can
expand your operational insights to include
service providers and vendors. A little big brother?
We prefer unprecedented retail accountability.
Planogram
Guidelines

Lorem ipsum

Finish EOD Thursday

Retail Needs It.
Yeah, We Got It.
Messaging +
Communications

Task
Management

Reporting +
Analytics

Photo
Verification

Retail Audits

Labor
Optimization

“ Movista makes my problems their problems, so they’re constantly bringing me
solutions that help us better manage the workflow and the workforce through
easy-to-use dashboards and database.”

Let Us Handle the Final Mile

Leading retailers know that the last step in store execution is the most important and costly if lost.
For customers and sales, on-shelf availability is critical. With Movista, teams are positioned to nail
the final mile every time at every store. As a result, shelves get stocked, product gets reordered, and
customers receive the store experience and associate assistance they want.

Movista is a global, cloud-based retail execution and workforce management solution provider that is transforming the
future of work in retail. Movista stands as the world’s first and only platform to enable collaboration between retailers,
brands, service providers, and distributors, cutting costs and lifting revenue for all retail stakeholders.
For more information, visit www.movista.com.

